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B.Sc. Physics (Waves and Optics) 

Solved paper – 2018 
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Q 1(a)  
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Que1(b) 

 

Que 1(c) 

Travelling waves Standing waves 

Progressive waves or transverse 
waves 

Stationary waves or longitudinal 
waves 

a wave in which the medium 
moves in the direction of 
propagation 

a vibration of a system in which some 
particular points remain fixed while 
others between them vibrate with the 
maximum amplitude 

 

Move from place to place 
Occur in confined space 

Transport energy from a place to 
another. 

Do not transport energy however 
there is energy associated with 

Wave motion is perpendicular to 
the direction of the wave. 

Wave motion is parallel to the 
direction of the waves 

Wavelength is the distance from Wavelength is distance from one 
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one crest to another crest. compression to another compression 

Can have any frequency Frequency is quantized 

Que 1(d) Reverberation Reverberation is the collection of reflected sounds from the surfaces in 
an enclosure like an auditorium. It is a desirable property of auditoriums to the extent that it helps to 
overcome the inverse square law dropoff of sound intensity in the enclosure. However, if it is 
excessive, it makes the sounds run together with loss of articulation - the sound becomes muddy, 
garbled. To quantitatively characterize the reverberation, the paramater called the reverberation time 
is used. 

                        

 

Que1(e) 

Ans:  Wave front - A wave front is a surface over which an optical wave has a constant phase. For 

example, a wavefront could be the surface over which the wave has a maximum (the crest of a water 

wave, for example) or a minimum (the trough of the same wave) value. The shape of a wave front is 

usually determined by the geometry of the source. A point source has wave fronts that are spheres 

whose centers are at the point source. A fluorescent tube would have wave fronts that are cylinders 

concentric with the tube itself. A very large sheet of material that is uniformly illuminated would 

generate wave fronts that are plane waves parallel to the sheet. 

The direction of propagation of the wave is always perpendicular to the surface of the wave front at 

each point. Thus, the wavefronts of a point source are spheres and the wave propagates radially 

outward – the radius of a sphere is perpendicular to its circumference at each point. The same thing is 

true of the radius of the cylindrical wavefronts that would be generated by a fluorescent tube. 

Que 1(f) Ans: The phenomenon of interference may be grouped into two categories:  

Division of Wave front: Under this category, the coherent sources are obtained by dividing 

the wave front, originating from a common source, by employing mirrors, biprisms or 

lenses. This class of interference requires essentially a point source or a narrow- slit source. 

The instruments used to obtain interference by division of wave front are the Fresnel 

biprism, Fresnel mirrors, Lloyd's mirror, lasers, etc.  Division of Amplitude: In this method, 

the amplitude of the incident beam is divided into two or more parts either by partial 

reflection or refraction. Thus, we have coherent beams produced by division of amplitude. 

These beams travel different paths and are finally brought together to produce interference. 
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The effects resulting from the superposition of two beams are referred to as two beam 

interference and those resulting from superposition of more than two beams are referred to 

as multiple beam interference. The interference in thin films, Newton's rings, and 

Michelson's interferometer are examples of two beam interference and Fabry-Perot's 

interferometer is an example of multiple beam interference. 

Que 1(g) 

 

Que 1(h) 

Ans: Conditions for sustained interference of light 

To obtain well defined interference patterns, the intensity at points corresponding to 

destructive interference must be zero, while intensity at the point corresponding to 

constructive interference must be maximum. To accomplish this the following conditions 

must be satisfied. 

• The two interfering sources must be coherent, that is, they must keep a constant 

phase difference. 

• The two interfering sources must emit the light of the same wavelength and time 

period. This condition can be achieved by using a monochromatic common original 

source, that is, the common source emits light of a single wavelength. 

• The amplitudes or intensities of the interfering waves must be equal or very nearly 

equal so that the minimum intensity would be zero. 

Que 2(a) : 

Lissajous figure, also called BOWDITCH CURVE, pattern produced by the intersection of two 

sinusoidal curves the axes of which are at right angles to each other. 

If the frequency and phase angle of the two curves are identical, the resultant is a straight 

line lying at 45° (and 225°) to the coordinate axes. If one of the curves is 180° out of phase 
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with respect to the other, another straight line is produced lying 90° away from the line 

produced where the curves are in phase (i.e., at 135° and 315°). 

Otherwise, with identical amplitude and frequency but a varying phase relation, ellipses are 

formed with varying angular positions, except that a phase difference of 90° (or 270°) 

produces a circle around the origin. If the curves are out of phase and differing in frequency, 

intricate meshing figures are formed. 
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Que 2(b):  

Theorem (known as the Principle of Superposition): Consider the second-order, linear, 

homogeneous ordinary differential equation 
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Que 3(a): 

Transverse vibration of a taut string: Referring to Figure 1, consider a taut string stretched 

between two fixed points at x = 0 and x = L. Let the cross-sectional area be S. If there is an 

initial stretching of L, the initial tension T must be 

                                                   

H┞ Hooke’s la┘, ┘heヴe E is Youﾐg’s ﾏodulus. 

     Now study the lateral displacement of the string from the initial position. By the law of 

conservation of transverse momentum, the total lateral force on the string element must be 

balanced by its inertia. Let the lateral displacement be V (x, t) and consider a differential 

element between x and x+dx. The net transverse force due to the difference of tension at 

both ends of the element is 
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Together with the partial differential equation, these auxilliary conditions define the initial-

boundary-value problem. From the mathematical point of view, it is important to establish 

whether such a problem is well posed. This question involves the proof for the existence, 

uniqueness and stability of the solution. 

 

As seen in this example, Taylor expansion is used at almost every step of the derivation. 

Indeed, it is indispensable not only in deriving governing equations, but also in obtaining 

approximate solutions of the equations, and in analyzing the physical content of the 

solution. 

                  

 
Que 3(b)  

Ans: Figure below shows shapes of first two modes of a streched strings. 
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Que4(a): 

Linear Polarization : A plane electromagnetic wave is said to be linearly polarized. The 

transverse electric field wave is accompanied by a magnetic field wave as illustrated.  

       

Circularly polarized light consists of two perpendicular electromagnetic plane waves of 

equal amplitude and 90° difference in phase. The light illustrated is right- circularly 

polarized. 

Circular Polarization 

If light is composed of two plane waves of equal amplitude but differing in phase by 90°, 

then the light is said to be circularly polarized. If you could see the tip of the electric field 

vector, it would appear to be moving in a circle as it approached you. If while looking at the 

source, the electric vector of the light coming toward you appears to be rotating 

counterclockwise, the light is said to be right-circularly polarized. If clockwise, then left-

circularly polarized light. The electric field vector makes one complete revolution as the light 

advances one wavelength toward you. Another way of saying it is that if the thumb of your 

right hand were pointing in the direction of propagation of the light, the electric vector 

would be rotating in the direction of your fingers.      
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Elliptical Polarization 

Elliptically polarized light consists of two perpendicular waves of unequal amplitude which 

differ in phase by 90°. The illustration shows right- elliptically polarized light. 

 

If the thumb of your right hand were pointing in the direction of propagation of the light, 

the electric vector would be rotating in the direction of your fingers. 

Detection of circularly polarized light 

The quarter wave plate doesn't destroy the polarization - it just changes its character. 

Circularly polarized light has an electrical vector that rotates without changing its 

magnitude; if you pass the light through a linear polarizing filter, and rotate the filter, the 

intensity of the observed light should not change. 

Contrast this with the original light from the laser pointer: if you do the same experiment, 

you will see the intensity after the linear polarizer go from "almost zero", to "almost fully 

transmitted". 
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Que4(b): 

For simple mechanical waves like sound, intensity is related to the density of the medium and the 

speed, frequency, and amplitude of the wave 
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Que5(a):  

The Michelson interferometer is the best example of what is called an amplitude-splitting 

interferometer with an optical interferometer, one can measure distances directly in terms of 

wavelength of light used, by counting the interference fringes that move when one or the other of 

two mirrors are moved. In the Michelson interferometer, coherent beams are obtained by splitting a 

beam of light that originates from a single source with a partially reflecting mirror called a beam 

splitter. The resulting reflected and transmitted waves are then re-directed by ordinary mirrors to a 

screen where they superimpose to create fringes. This is known as interference by division of 

amplitude.  

A simplified diagram of a Michelson interferometer is shown in the fig: 1. 
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                                                                                                                     Fig. 2 

Light from a monochromatic source S is divided by a beam splitter (BS), which is oriented at an angle 

45° to the beam, producing two beams of equal intensity. The transmitted beam (T) travels to mirror 

M1 and it is reflected back to BS. 50% of the returning beam is then reflected by the beam splitter 

and strikes the screen, E. The reflected beam (R) travels to mirror M2, where it is reflected. 50% of 

this beam passes straight through beam splitter and reaches the screen. 

Since the reflecting surface of the beam splitter BS is the surface on the lower right, the light ray 

starting from the source S and undergoing reflection at the mirror M2 passes through the beam 

splitter three times, while the ray reflected at M1 travels through BS only once. The optical path 

length through the glass plate depends on its index of refraction, which causes an optical path 

difference between the two beams. To compensate for this, a glass plate CP of the same thickness 

and index of refraction as that of BS is introduced between M1 and BS. The recombined beams 

interfere and produce fringes at the screen E. The relative phase of the two beams determines 

whether the interference will be constructive or destructive. By adjusting the inclination of M1 and 

M2, one can produce circular fringes, straight-line fringes, or curved fringes. This lab uses circular 

fringes, shown in Fig. 2. 

From the screen, an observer sees M2 directly and the virtual image M1' of the mirror M1, formed 

by reflection in the beam splitter, as shown in Fig. 3. This means that one of the interfering beams 

comes from M2 and the other beam appears to come from the virtual image M1'. If the two arms of 

the interferometer are equal in length, M1' coincides with M2. If they do not coincide, let the 

distance between them be d, and consider a light ray from a point S. It will be reflected by both M1' 

and M2, and the observer will see two virtual images, S1 due to reflection at M1', and S2 due to 

reflection at M2. These virtual images will be sepaヴated H┞ a distaﾐIe ヲd. If θ is the aﾐgle ┘ith ┘hiIh 
the oHseヴ┗eヴ looks iﾐto the s┞steﾏ, the path diffeヴeﾐIe Het┘eeﾐ the t┘o Heaﾏs is ヲdIosθ. Wheﾐ the 
light that Ioﾏes fヴoﾏ Mヱ uﾐdeヴgoes ヴefleItioﾐ at BS, a phase Ihaﾐge of π oIIuヴs, ┘hiIh Ioヴヴespoﾐds 
to a path diffeヴeﾐIe of λ/ヲ.                   
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                               Fig. 3  

Therefore, the total path difference between the two beams is, 

                   

The condition for constructive interference is then, 

       

or a given mirror separatioﾐ d, a gi┗eﾐ ┘a┗eleﾐgth λ, aﾐd oヴdeヴ ﾏ, the aﾐgle of iﾐIliﾐatioﾐ θ  is a 
constant, and the fringes are circular. They are called fringes of equal inclination, or Haidinger 

fringes. If M1' coincides with M2, d = 0, and the path difference between the interfering beams will 

He λ/ヲ. This Ioヴヴespoﾐds to destヴuIti┗e iﾐteヴfeヴeﾐIe, so the Ieﾐteヴ of the field ┘ill He daヴk. 

If oﾐe of the ﾏiヴヴoヴs is ﾏo┗ed thヴough a distaﾐIe λ/4, the path diffeヴeﾐIe Ihaﾐges H┞ λ/ヲ aﾐd a 
maximum is obtained. If the mirror is moved through aﾐotheヴ λ/4, a ﾏiﾐiﾏuﾏ is oHtaiﾐed; ﾏo┗iﾐg it 
H┞ aﾐotheヴ λ/4, agaiﾐ a ﾏa┝iﾏuﾏ is oHtaiﾐed aﾐd so oﾐ. BeIause d is ﾏultiplied H┞ Iosθ, as d 
increases, new rings appear in the center faster than the rings already present at the periphery 

disappear, and the field becomes more crowded with thinner rings toward the outside. If d 

decreases, the rings contract, become wider and more sparsely distributed, and disappear at the 

center. 

For destructive interference, the total path difference must be an integer number of wavelengths 

plus a half wavelength, 

                                         

If the images S1 and S2 from the two mirrors are exactly the same distance away, d=0 and there is 

ﾐo depeﾐdaﾐIe oﾐ θ. This ﾏeaﾐs that oﾐl┞ oﾐe fヴiﾐge is ┗isiHle, the zeヴo order destructive 

interfrence fringe, where 

                                    

and the observer sees a single, large, central dark spot with no surrounding rings. 
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Measurement of wavelength: 

 Using the Michelson interferometer, the wavelength of light from a monochromatic source can be 

determined. If M1 is moved forward or backward, circular fringes appear or disappear at the centre. 

The mirror is moved through a known distance d and the number N of fringes appearing or 

disappearing at the centre is counted. For one fringe to appear or disappear, the mirror must be 

ﾏo┗ed thヴough a distaﾐIe of λ/ヲ. Kﾐo┘iﾐg this, ┘e Iaﾐ ┘ヴite, 

                                   

so that the wavelength is,     

                                      

Que 5(b)  

The biprism consist of two active angled prisms with their bases in contact. Here two 

sources S1 and S2 are the virtual image of the fine slit S as shown in Figure below. The 

experimental arrangement consist of a slit S the biprism ABC and the microscope M. All are 

mounted on an optical bench. These are adjusted at the same height and can move and 

rotate as required. The light emerging from the slit fall on the biprism. The edge A of the 

biprism divides the incident wave front into two parts. One is through upper half AB of 

biprism and appears to coming from virtual source S1. Other is from lower half AC of biprism 

and appears to coming virtual S2 The interference fringes are seen in the overlapping region 

XY and can be seen by eyepiece. 

 

                            
Que 6(a) 

How do we determine the intensity distribution for the pattern produced by a single-slit 

diffraction? To calculate this, we must find the total electric field by adding the field 

contributions from each point. 

 

Let’s di┗ide the siﾐgle slit iﾐto N sﾏall zoﾐes eaIh of ┘idth Δ┞ = a / N , as sho┘ﾐ iﾐ Figure. 

The convex lens is used to bring parallel light rays to a focal point P on the screen. We shall 
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assuﾏe that Δ┞<<λ so that all the light from a given zone is in phase. Two adjacent zones 

ha┗e a ヴelati┗e path leﾐgth δ = Δ┞ siﾐθ . The ヴelati┗e phase shift Δβ is given by the ratio 

                                                

                                               

Suppose the wavefront from the first point (counting from the top) arrives at the point P 

on the screen with an electric field given by 

                                     

 

                                                       

 

                                                         

 

                         

 

The expression for the total field given can be simplified using some algebra and the 

trigonometric relation 
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Consider,                         
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Que 6(b) From Eqn, 

                           

We readily see that, condition for minimum intensity is 
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Similarly, condition for maximum intensity is, 

                                                .  

Que 7  

Ans:  Please refer the textbook for this question 

Que8 (a)  

When a Plano convex lens of long focal length is placed in contact on a plane glass plate 

(Figure given below), a thin air film is enclosed between the upper surface of the glass plate 

and the lower surface of the lens. The thickness of the air film is almost zero at the point of 

contact O and gradually increases as one proceeds towards the periphery of the lens. Thus 

points where the thickness of air film is constant, will lie on a circle with O as center. 

        By means of a sheet of glass G, a parallel beam of monochromatic light is reflected 

towards the lens L. Consider a ray of monochromatic light that strikes the upper surface of 

the air film nearly along normal. The ray is partly reflected and partly refracted as shown in 

the figure. The ray refracted in the air film is also reflected partly at the lower surface of the 

film. The two reflected rays, i.e. produced at the upper and lower surface of the film, are 

coherent and interfere constructively or destructively. When the light reflected upwards is 

observed through microscope M which is focused on the glass plate, series of dark and 

bright rings are seen with center as O. These concentric rings are known as " Newton's Rings 

". 

      At the point of contact of the lens and the glass plate, the thickness of the film is 

effectively zero but due to reflection at the lower surface of air film from denser medium, 

aﾐ additioﾐal path of λ/ヲ is iﾐtヴoduIed. Coﾐseケueﾐtl┞, the Ieﾐteヴ of Ne┘toﾐ ヴiﾐgs is daヴk 
due to destructive interference. 
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Let us consider a system of plano-convex lens of radius of curvature R placed on flat glass 

plate it is e┝posed to ﾏoﾐoIhヴoﾏatiI light of ┘a┗eleﾐgth λ ﾐoヴﾏall┞. 

         The incident light is partially reflected from the upper surface of air film between lens 

and glass and light is partially refracted into the film which again reflects from lower surface 

with phase change of 180 degree due to higher index of glass plate. Therefore the two parts 

of light interfere constructively and destructively forming alternate dark and bright rings.   

      Now consider a ring of radius r due to thickness t of air film as shown in the figure given 

below 

                                            

According to geometrical theorem, the product of intercepts of intersecting chord is equal 

to the product of sections of diameter then 

                                                      

                                                     

                                                          

As t is very small then  will be so small which may be neglected, then, 
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Radius for bright ring 

The condition for constructive interference in thin film is, 

                                                          m = 0,1,2,.... 

From equation (1) putting the value of t in the above equation we get, 

                                      

since n = 1 for air film 

                                         

Or 

                                                                             

 For first bright ring, m = 0 

                                               

For second bright ring, m = 1 

 

 

Radius for dark ring 

 

The condition for destructive interference in thin film is, 

 

2tn = mλ                                   m = 0,1,2,.... 

By putting the value of t, we get, 

 

 

For air n = 1 

                                     

 For   i.e. point of contact. 

http://physical-optics.blogspot.com/2011/06/interference-in-thin-films.html
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Now, if the radius of curvature of plano-convex lens is known and radius of 

particular dark and bright ring is experimentally measured then the wavelength 

of light used can be calculated from equation (3) and (4). 
               
Que 8(b) 

 


